New Program: **MARINE BIOLOGY**

In our coastal setting and proximity to the Gulf Stream, USCB’s Biology department has attracted nationally recognized scholars to the Lowcountry to be an active part of the sciences. This summer, the S.C. Commission on Higher Education approved USCB’s new program in Marine Biology that started in the fall semester 2020. While the marine biology program may be new in name, many of our students have been taking course offerings focused on the marine environment. We will graduate our first marine biologists this spring—including our first Beaufort College Honors College graduate, Ms. Alyssa Pastore. Several students who are taking our new Marine Policy course this fall are changing to the Marine Biology program, and, in one case, a student is considering a career in environmental law. We are excited about getting this program in place. It does seem long overdue given our location in the midst of a natural living laboratory. We have even received our first major gift from a private Beaufort citizen, in part due to the exciting research of our students and their faculty mentors in Marine Biology.

New Faculty in Marine Biology: **Mercer Brugler, Ph.D., Hired**

Mercer R. Brugler, Ph.D., is the newest addition to the Biology faculty in the Department of Natural Sciences at the University of South Carolina Beaufort. Prior to joining USCB, Dr. Brugler taught at the City University of New York (CUNY), NYU and Columbia University, where he was active in recruiting under-represented minority students into research internships in his deep-sea molecular lab and providing research cruise opportunities to students early in their academic careers. “At sea,” Dr. Brugler says, “students get to deploy and operate remotely operated vehicles to collect a variety of marine animals like the corals, anemones and sponges that I research. Once back in the lab, I teach them how to gather and analyze their DNA sequences to discover potentially new species. If a new species is discovered, they get to name it and publish a paper describing it.”

Much of Dr. Brugler’s research revolves around the molecular diversity in the Cnidaria, those soft-bodied invertebrates with stinging cells, called cnidae. This summer, Dr. Brugler joined with several colleagues in addressing the question of the future of the current decline in coral diversity due to ocean acidification in a scholarly article in *Nature Ecology and Evolution*, a prestigious international journal.

The article, *Paleoclimate ocean conditions shaped the evolution of corals and their skeletons through deep time* (published on Aug. 30, 2020), combines genomic analysis and paleontology to understand patterns of adaptations in stony corals and their relatives following previous mass extinctions in Earth’s history. The study found that non-carbonate and deep-water anthozoans (corals, anemones and their relatives) filled the gaps left in the wake of extinctions of tropical stony corals caused by paleo-ecologic ocean acidification and warming temperatures. Dr. Brugler noted, “Anthozoans are an ancient group of animals that have experienced strong ocean chemical and temperature shifts during the last approximately 750 million years. The major take-home message from this study is that anthozoans will persist through the impending shifts in global climate.”

“We are absolutely delighted to welcome Dr. Brugler to our department as an Associate Professor of Marine Biology,” says Joe Staton, Ph.D., dean of science and mathematics at the university. “I was happy we were able to recruit Dr. Brugler to an already strong faculty focused on marine research. He brings new facets to our diverse faculty that will enhance the new undergraduate program in Marine Biology that started this fall.”
USCB Biology Student Lincoln Fuller Embarked on OCEARCH’s Massachusetts Expedition

In August, Lincoln Fuller, a USCB senior in Biology from Hilton Head Island, embarked on a remarkable research expedition by spending two weeks as a guest investigator collecting bacterial samples from live sharks with the OCEARCH team in Massachusetts. The science nonprofit OCEARCH invited Lincoln to join a team of scientists and master fishermen who are collecting data about the health, reproduction and migratory patterns of North Atlantic White Sharks. Supporting 20 individual research projects, 33 scientists and 21 institutions, the expedition left port Aug. 5 to ply the federal waters around Massachusetts. The expedition ended Aug. 20.

Kimberly Ritchie, Ph.D., helped design OCEARCH’s protocol to keep this expedition COVID-safe. All participants were tested and OCEARCH departed with fewer participants to minimize the risk of virus transmission. Lincoln trained on COVID protocols, biological principles, and boat safety all summer to prepare for the experience.

Data and findings collected by OCEARCH are open-source for use in public safety programs. Researchers on the expedition focused on the population genetics of white sharks, antibiotic-producing bacteria associated with white sharks, and other topics.

Two Faculty Hires in Computer Science

After multiple searches, USCB’s Computer Science department succeeded in hiring two professors to enhance the teaching in the Computational Science and new Information Science and Technology degree programs, as well as the Master’s Program in Computer Science that just received final accreditation approval from the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges (SACSCOC). USCB was able to hire two new faculty with the support of funding from the MADEinSC infrastructure improvement grant that brought $20 million to South Carolina’s participating universities from the National Science Foundation.

Dean Bushey, Ph.D., tenure-track associate professor of Computational Science, joins the department with more than 30 years of experience across academia, the military and industry. A retired colonel in the U.S. Air Force, Dr. Bushey previously served on the faculty at Florida Polytechnic University, the U.S. Air Force Academy, and at Duke University. His research emphasis is on unmanned systems and self-driving vehicle technologies, blending computer programming, software engineering, and electrical engineering.

Alfred S. Bush, Ph.D., tenure-track assistant professor of Computational Science. Dr. Thrasher recently completed his Ph.D. in Computer Science at Florida State University. His dissertation research focused on random walk-based Monte Carlo methods to create refinements to the solution of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation, which is widely used in materials science and engineering. Additionally, Dr. Thrasher has an interest in exploring random number generators and high-performance computing research.

Dr. Thrasher took an uncommon path to the field of computer science, having previously earned a master’s degree in demography. In his studies of demography, he focused on an aspect of the “Hispanic paradox,” which describes the epidemiological finding that Hispanic and Latino-Americans often have mortality rates than are comparable to non-Hispanic whites, despite having lower average socioeconomic status indicators.
USCB Visits May River HS to Share Research in Chick Development

On Friday, March 13, 2020, Jena Chojnowski, Ph.D., Kelley Tollison, a USCB Biology senior, and Liz Iglesias, a senior at May River High School who is interning with Dr. Chojnowski, arrived at May River’s AP Biology class to present a video and lead a group activity on fertilized chicken eggs. Kelley and Liz presented their progress on developing chicken embryos without their shells in a 3-D printed incubator they engineered with Dr. Chojnowski’s mentorship. The AP Biology students were able to brainstorm in small groups to engineer their own shell-less incubators and provide valuable feedback to the experiment. The highlight for the May River students was dissecting their own fertilized chicken eggs and learning about chicken development firsthand. Hands-on experience is important for young scientists to understand the value science provides to our lives.

USCB Students Lead Beaufort Middle Students in Spartina Project.

Dillon Hall and Drew Boutilier participated in an outreach and education experience with Beaufort Middle School’s seventh graders this past spring (pre-COVID) with Ms. Kathryn Madden, the faculty mentor. In partnership with South Carolina Sea Grant and the South Carolina Department of Natural Resources National Estuarine Research Reserve (DNR NEER) Seeds to Shoreline program, our two USCB Secondary Teacher Education Biology majors germinated hundreds of Spartina cordgrass (now named Sporobolus alterniflorus) seed in the USCB greenhouse. The germination project was part of their own independent research exploring stormwater impact on germination of saltmarsh plants. After the germination process, the entire seventh grade at BMS helped the USCB team transplant the new sprouts into larger individual containers. Dillon and Drew explained to the students the importance of saltmarsh plant species and restoration efforts to conserve our beautiful waterways. As part of their seventh-grade science class, the Beaufort Middle schoolers monitored plant growth over time. The Seeds to Shoreline program encourages classrooms of students all over South Carolina to germinate and plant marsh grass, which dominates our saltmarshes, to aid in restoration efforts.

Thanks to Emily Welles, USCB Biology Honors, who helped collect seed and to Beaufort Open Land Trust and Spring Island Trust for allowing us access into areas for seed collection. Also, a huge thanks to Ms. Debra Staub, the teacher, and her amazing seventh-grade students for collaborating with the USCB team.
Alex Jonguitud at Johns Hopkins

Mr. Alex Jonguitud (USCB Biology 2020) worked as Dr. Kim Ritchie’s research assistant to isolate novel microbes with antibiotic properties from the skin of great white sharks. This fall, Alex joined a Mentor-funded PREP Scholar program at Johns Hopkins School of Medicine in Baltimore, Md., where he works with program director Kathy Wilson in the university’s Cell Biology department. Alex plans to pursue an M.D.-Ph.D. His biomedical research experience at Johns Hopkins will help him construct the foundation he needs to gain acceptance into a M.D.-Ph.D. program.

“I chose to apply to Johns Hopkins NIH PREP because Johns Hopkins is known for its cutting-edge research and major contributions to science,” he said. His time with Dr. Ritchie influenced him greatly. “I was taught to have patience with science because no amount of time can promise positive results.”

Alex wants to become a doctor and research scientist to improve treatments for diseases that disproportionately affect patients in underserved communities. When he’s not busy in the lab at Johns Hopkins, Alex is studying for the MCAT and enjoying exploring Baltimore.
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